Surely then, it should be the chief interest, joy and duty of hospital librarians?by which is meant professional or nonprofessional workers in libraries for hospital patients?to endeavour by instinct, training and human understanding, to link the appropriate book to each potential reader, sometimes by showing a genuine interest in whatever topic seems to raise queries, worries, or enthusiasm in the reader concerned; and having found that subject, the next step may well be a short, or not so short voyage of discovery on the part of the librarian as to the causes, motives ambitions or frustrations that seem to create certain interests, or to hold them back. In short, cmen do not dream the same dreams, and a successful librarian must therefore have both the natural and acquired ability (the latter born of experience and sympathy) to travel mentally, and practically, by reasonable knowledge of humanity and of books, into the minds, and to some extent, the experiences of his or her readers; and he should be able to visualise the field of opportunity open to those librarians working in rehabilitation hospitals for many patients with illnesses of a long standing nature. Amongst these, especially in these difficult interim years between two world wars, are anxiety cases of a psychological character, and physical cases, seemingly overcome at intervals by ideas which show no bright prospect for the future.
Here again, quoting from Lord Beaverbrook, "I would give one simple recipe for the cure; when you feel anxious about the present, think of the worst anxiety you ever had in the past.
Instead of one grip on the mind, there will be two distinct grips, and the greater grip of the past will over-power the lesser one in the present." Similar stimulating or at least helpful advice can apply, within reason, to physical suffering. In short, there are times when it seems ^at a special study might be made by those who are interested, ?f literature for rehabilitation. What a network of categories it falls into ! The term occupational therapy is widely used. What does it involve? Formerly it tended to mean to the general public, a handicraft or useful occupation or a trade, then by degrees it was ftiore widely understood by those concerned, to include, and to be capable of including, mental, cultural and artistic occupations, with the result that today in many hospitals in the U.K. and in various other countries, bibliotherapy or cultural education in hospitals, is duly and gradually being recognised as an important, essential part of hospital administration.
There are many who although they have been through the ordinary, accepted periods of so-called education, involving training for whatever careers they may have chosen, may never have had time, or opportunity to study, or leisure to think, research or compare. For some such persons a spell in hospital, or convalescent home can be a blessing, and indeed at times, an escape from stagnation, and a sort of despair, into a glittering, or at any rate, a promising horizon of brightness. In fact, with the help and sympathetic steering of a tactful understanding librarian, who should be guided by co-operation with the medical and nursing staff, one of the most important phases in rehabilitation can be started through the patients' library, and the more so for those patients who have the wish to make good, and to be useful citizens. And this progress will not necessarily depend on their past education, or their circumstances, for in the words of Lord Beaverbrook, Education is the fruit of temperament, not the success of education.
What a man draws into himself by his own natural volition is what counts because it becomes a living part of himself." Wherever wise and possible, it surely should be the wish and training of librarians to try to rehabilitate their readers through the channels of book therapy, and for many this can include cultural therapies, pictures and music. A spell in a hospital ward as a patient, or as a librarian, should, except in unfortunate adverse circumstances, prove an adventure into experiences, or ambitions, or dreams, according to the individuals concerned, above all at times where there is on both sides a knowledge of languages, travel, or trade, together with a love of people of different nationalities, and a desire to understand them in character, ways of life and so on. For, to quote Lord Beaverbrook again "real education is the market-place of the street," there study of character can be made, provided it is based on reasonable formal knowledge; thus armed, many a possible downcast, after misfortune due to physical or mental illness, need not be discouraged. Even when a fresh start is essential, courage, improvisation, and contact with other minds and experiences through the world of books has the power, through the guidance of a competent librarian, to set many a patient on the road to the right type of rehabilitation. In fact, fit the book to the patient, and thus equip, by degrees, those who wish to study, to relax in literature, prose, poetry, or other subjects either longed for by individual readers or chosen by sympathetic, adequately well read, but not too technically-minded librarians. A comforting fact is that literature and art need know no insuperable boundaries. Moreover they are commonsense as well as inspired activities, and they fill human needs amongst millions of people, fit or ill, the world over.
At present, and with regard to hospital patients, they are unequally developed in different countries, especially so in mental hospitals, for various reasons?partly for lack of publicity and public opinion in their favour; partly for lack of knowledge and of facilities for comparative study (without which little real progress is made); and largely because of the widespread difficulty of finance. To overcome that difficulty today there seems to be one outstanding guide, the guide of co-operation in any country by all appropriate organizations and workers concerned with these welfare questions. Seldom can one organization or group of workers bear this financial burden alone. Therefore, and as it is the welfare of the patients that matters, it appears that the first duty anywhere is to try to study the roads that could lead successfully towards co-operation and to evolve methods or work along such lines.
